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	2016 September SAP Official New Released C_TFIN22_66 Dumps in Lead2pass.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass

Guaranteed!   Lead2pass is ready to provide SAP candidates with C_TFIN22_66 exam dumps which can be very helpful for getting

SAP certification, which means that candidates can easily get access to the services of SAP C_TFIN22_66 exam dumps, which will

assure them 100% passing success rate. With Lead2pass C_TFIN22_66 exam dumps, it will be easy to pass your C_TFIN22_66

exam at your first time.      Following questions and answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: 

http://www.lead2pass.com/c-tfin22-66.html   QUESTION 111    Which of the following is a typical process sequence of Product

Sale from Stock?  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; Purchase requisition -> Delivery/transport -> Dunning and payment -> Billing   

B.&#160;&#160;&#160; Incoming order -> Goods receipts/transport -> Dunning and payment -> Billing    

C.&#160;&#160;&#160; Incoming order -> Transport/delivery -> Billing -> Dunning and payment     D.&#160;&#160;&#160;

Purchase requisition -> Billing -> Transport/goods receipts -> Dunning and paymentAnswer: C  QUESTION 112    Which costing

items are valid for a simu-lation costing?(Choose three)  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; K-Cost center    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; T-Text

item     C.&#160;&#160;&#160; E-Internal activity     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; M-Material     E.&#160;&#160;&#160; S-Sales

order item  Answer: BCD  QUESTION 113    Why do you use variants in reporting?(Choose two)  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; To

specify parameter values for background processing.    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; To optimize the runtime of a report.    

C.&#160;&#160;&#160; To predefine values for complex selection screens.     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; To permit quick navigation

between CO objects.  Answer: AC  QUESTION 114    Where do you have to activate commitment management to enable posting

commitments on cost centers?  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; Cost center master record    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; Controlling area    

C.&#160;&#160;&#160; Standard hierarchy     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; Cost element master record  Answer: B  QUESTION 115  

 Which are the necessary steps to create a validation?  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; Prerequisite, check, message   

B.&#160;&#160;&#160; Check, control, message     C.&#160;&#160;&#160; Check, update, message     D.&#160;&#160;&#160;

Prerequisite, check, update, control  Answer: A  QUESTION 116    Which of the following are the usage scenarios for Solution

Manager? (Choose three)  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; Implementation    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; Optimization    

C.&#160;&#160;&#160; Retirement     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; Operations     E.&#160;&#160;&#160; Validation  Answer: ABD 

QUESTION 117    Which step in the sales from stock process creates the cost of goods sold in Costing-based Profitability Analysis

(CO-PA)?  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; Billing    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; Outbound delivery     C.&#160;&#160;&#160; Creation of

the transport order     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; Creation of the sales order  Answer: A  QUESTION 118    The customer requires a

flexible selection of cost elements when starting a Report Painter report. How do you define the report?  A.&#160;&#160;&#160;

Using a row model with predefined key figures.    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; Using a variable for the cost element group.    

C.&#160;&#160;&#160; Using a predefined report template.     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; Using a variable for the report variant. 

Answer: B  QUESTION 119    Which of the following processes changes the acquisition value of an asset? 

A.&#160;&#160;&#160; Retirement of the asset    B.&#160;&#160;&#160; Change of the depreciation key of the asset    

C.&#160;&#160;&#160; Unplanned depreciation of the asset     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; Change of the useful life of the asset 

Answer: BCD  QUESTION 120    A customer wants you to explain the results of the preliminary costing of a production order.    

How are the results determined?  A.&#160;&#160;&#160; The actual quantities are valuated with plan values.   

B.&#160;&#160;&#160; The costs are determined by the cost estimate of the reference order.     C.&#160;&#160;&#160; The

standard cost estimate is copied from the material master and adjusted by the order     quantity.     D.&#160;&#160;&#160; The

quantity structure in the production order is valuated by the costing variant settings.  Answer: D      Lead2pass are committed on

providing you with the latest and most accurate C_TFIN22_66 exam dumps. Our C_TFIN22_66 dump is rich in variety. We offer

C_TFIN22_66 PDF dumps and C_TFIN22_66 VCE dumps. We ensure you can pass the C_TFIN22_66 easily. Welcome to

Lead2pass.com.      C_TFIN22_66 new questions on Google Drive: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3Syig5i8gpDWExkQmZBR2pjOVU   2016 SAP C_TFIN22_66 exam dumps (All 185 Q&As)

from Lead2pass:   http://www.lead2pass.com/c-tfin22-66.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed]
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